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3 Negative Factors 
weighing on the market

• China Slowdown –
leadership transition, 
falling exports

• Eurozone – possible 
collapse, austerity fallout

• US election – political 
gridlock and stuttering 
economy is key to 
Republican victory

Equities have anticipated 
a commodities price 
crash that has not yet 
happened.

?

?



Super Cycle Response

QE1 & QE2

Austerity



• Exponential charts do 
stop rising in the real 
world, but reversion to a 
mean is not always the 
outcome.

• Too much linkage 
between gold price and 
apocalyptic outcomes.

• Impact of new supply? 

Gold & Silver plagued 
by bubble fears

Equities are anticipating 
a precious metals price 
crash that has not yet 
happened.

?

?









Despite slowing growth rate China 
is projected to capture ever larger 
share of global GDP though this 
trend now hinges on the near term 
future of the world’s biggest 
economy, the USA.



Note flat US oil consumption 
since 1980 while China grows.





High oil prices will allow US to grow its shale oil 
production while higher fuel efficiency standards and 
a shift to hybrid-electric cars keep consumption flat, 
opening the possibility of US oil self-sufficiency. 



Will the Arab Spring boost the flow of crude oil for the whole world, 
spawn Islamic agenda driven supply allocation strategies, or 
provide China with easier access once the petrodollar recycling 
dictators are gone? Can the global economy sustain an oil shock 
arising from a decision to “neutralize” Iran’s nuclear ambitions?

Does the Shale Oil & Gas Revolution allow a Pivot 
away from the Middle East?



Why the American Military Pivot to Asia?









NoSoMerica

UpForGrabs

EurAsia

AustralAsia

Post-Globalization Economic Zone Fragmentation









China’s rare earth monopoly 
will disappear.













The dampening effect of the reverse 
wealth effect is ending as banks 
expand mortgage origination amid low 
rates and the FED buys $40 billion in 
mortgage securities each month.



After 5 years of Deleveraging is a Credit Expansion Imminent?







Inverse Correlation between 
Copper & Gold Trends not 
present – due to the 
implications of the Super Cycle



Or should we look at the price of 
gold and silver as an anxiety 
index about the future balance of 
economic and military power?













Super Cycle

Cu & Au Bull

Cu Bull 
Au Bear

Global 
Depression

Cu Bear 
Au Bull





• Discovery (Big Anomaly) – speculation about grade & 
size, focused on early part of exploration cycle, valuation 

immune to macroeconomic factors & commodity price trends, 

requires heavy use of imagination, thrives on rumours, offers 

entertainment, most fail, winners get bought out, preferred by 

retail investors  

• Commodity Price (Big Sleeper) – speculation on the 
leveraged impact higher metal prices have on economics of 

existing deposits – the failures of past exploration waves, 

focused on advanced part of exploration cycle where cost 

discovery is key, cash flow based valuation linked to metal 

price trend & volatility, requires monitoring of macroeconomic 

& geopolitical trends, goal is buyout, preferred by institutional 

investors

• Security of Supply (Critical Metals) – speculation on 
metal price trends due to disruption of supply chain by 

geopolitical factors, or disruptive demand growth due to 

innovation and policy trends, focused on advanced part of 

exploration cycle where processing is key, small, complex, 

often opaque metal markets requiring end user offtake

agreements, liked by concept momentum investors

Resource Sector Speculation Types









Southeast Cortez “Trend” along which Barrick has found 
Red Hill & Goldrush (7 M oz & growing with help of 12 
rigs in 2012), but beyond which McEwen et al have spent 
more than $60 million with disappointing results so far.

Southwest Grass Valley “Trend” along which “ignorant 
juniors” have staked claims and spent little. In 2012 
staked 70:30 by McEwen/NGE based on 15 km gold-in-
groundwater anomaly. Will $2 million exploration lead 
to 12 rigs in 2014?

Pediment Deposit

Cortez Hills Deposit – 1.4 million oz produced 2011 Looking South September 2006



10-40 yearsMining cash flowProduction9

1-3 yearsBuilding the mineConstruction8

1-3 yearsSecuring approval, negotiate offtake, 

production decision, 8-12% error margin

Permitting, Marketing & 

Feasibility (FS)

7

1-2 yearsProduce a mineable reserve, detailed 

engineering for mining plan and 

associated costs, 15-20% error margin

Prefeasibility (PFS)6

1 yearEvaluating recoveries and optimal 

processing method, initial economic 

analysis with 30%-35% error margin

Preliminary Economic 

Assessment (PEA) & 

Metallurgy

5

1-2 yearsUpgrading resource estimate from 

inferred category

Infill Drilling4

1-2 yearsDefining the limits of a discovery & 

producing initial 43-101 resource estimate

Discovery Delineation3

1-2 yearsFiltering for drill targetsTarget Generation & 

Drilling

2

1 yearConceptual, land acquisitionGrassroots1

Time 
Required

ObjectiveExploration Cycle 
Stage

Stage

Mine Exploration & Development Cycle



China is a Mirage – Tepal N-S –
Little League

Asia drives the Future – Tepal N-S 
- Minor League

Tepal Target #1 – Major League

Discovery Speculation Cash Flow Speculation



Coming Soon: A Revival of 
Discovery Exploration in America



With this sort of stock 
chart as the outcome!



Will a Crash or 
Inflection follow the 
2012 Slump as we 
head into 2013?
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